Bingen Municipal Code

Chapter 12.08

STREET ADDRESSES
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12.08.010 Block described.

The term “block” used in this chapter refers in all cases to a regularly platted block; provided, that wherever property fronting on a dedicated street shall not be platted, such frontage shall be divided into blocks by extending street lines, upon the map, and the blocks further divided to form lots by extending upon the map the lines of platted lots in adjacent platted blocks, to the extent the same may be practicable. (Ord. 96 §1 (e), 1950).

12.08.020 Street address system adopted.

The system for the designation of street addressed in the city is adopted as follows:

A. That portion of all streets running easterly and westerly and lying east of Oak Street in the city shall be designated by the existing and established name of each such street, further identified by adding “East” in front of such name.

B. That portion of all streets running easterly and westerly and lying west of Oak Street in the city shall be designated by the existing and established name of each such street, further identified by adding “West” in front of such name.

C. That commencing with Oak Street and running both easterly and westerly there from, each block fronting upon any street running easterly and westerly shall be numbered consecutively in steps of one hundred, commencing with the number 100.

D. That commencing with Oak Street and running both northerly and southerly there from, each block fronting on such streets shall be numbered consecutively in steps of one hundred, commencing with the number 100. (Ord. 96 §1 (a,b,c), 1950).

12.08.030 Block numbering.

Each lot in each block numbered in accordance with this chapter shall be designated by a number, even on the north or east side of each street, and odd on the south or west side of each street, as the case may be; such number shall be ascertained by counting from one on the odd-numbered side and proceeding in odd whole numbers there after for each lot in each block; and
by counting from two and proceeding by even whole numbers for each lot on the even numbered side. (Ord. 96 §1 (d), 1950).

12.08.040 Two premises on one lot-Fractional numbering.

Wherever there is located two different premises on a lot or frontage, the whole number designating such frontage shall be divided fractionally to designate such premises, to the extent necessary; the first arrive-at premises in the process of numbering taking the whole number, and subsequent premises being numbered fractionally from the greater to the smaller fraction in the order and direction of numbering set forth in this chapter. (Ord. 96 §1 (f), 1950).